Call for application
Teaching and Research Position in Sociology/Social Science
Associate or Full Professor
Position: Associate or Full professor
Location: Rabat, Morocco
Salary: competitive with international standards
Status: Full-time
Application deadline: 31th January 2022
Expected starting: September 2022
The Faculty of Governance, Economics and Social Sciences (FGSES) at Mohammed VI Polytechnic
University (UM6P) is hiring an Associate or Full Professor in Sociology/Social science. We are
especially interested in applicants having strong backgrounds in quantitative as well as in
qualitative methods, and also a strong general culture in economics, history, political science and
philosophy. Interdisciplinary profiles with PhD in sociology, in economics or in political science are
welcome.
Founded in 2016, Mohammed VI Polytechnic University is a non-profit university created to
provide world-class educational experiences and produce leading-edge research in the physical and
social sciences. UM6P was established to serve Southern countries, with an emphasis on providing
research relevant to Africa, and training students from the continent. The FGSES campus is located
in the Morocco’s capital city, Rabat – a large cosmopolitan city on the Atlantic coast midway
between Casablanca and Tanger.
Applicants must have a Doctorate or PhD in sociology, economics or political science. They must
provide evidence of effective teaching and must have strong skills in research – with significant
scientific publications in one or more of the social science disciplines.
All applicants must provide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

a detailed curriculum vitae
a full list of publications
one example of academic publication
proof of degree
evidence of effective teaching experience at university level
evidence of successful directing or co-directing research at Masters and PhD levels

Application: the applicants must send a single “zipped” file containing all the items above (in the
order listed) to the following address : Socio.Recruit@um6p.ma by 31th January 2022
The preselected candidates will have an oral interview by videoconference. The candidates selected
at the end of these interviews will be invited, during a final selection phase, to present their research
and to make a course simulation.
For further information, please contact: Socio.Recruit@um6p.ma

